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It is of theoretical and experimental interest to engineer topological phases with very large topo-
logical invariants via periodic driving. As advocated by this work, such Floquet engineering can be
elegantly achieved by the particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique from the swarm intelligence
family. With the recognition that conventional gradient-based optimization approaches are not suit-
able for directly optimizing topological invariants as integers, the highly effective PSO route yields
new promises in the search for exotic topological phases, requiring limited physical resource. Our
results are especially timely in view of two important insights from literature: low-frequency driving
may be beneficial in creating large topological invariants, but an open-ended low-frequency driving
often leads to drastic fluctuations in the obtained topological invariants. Indeed, using a simple
continuously driven Harper model with three quasi-energy bands, we show that the Floquet-band
Chern numbers can enjoy many-fold increase compared with that using a simple harmonic driving
of the same period, without demanding more energy cost of the driving field. It is also found that
the resulting Floquet insulator bands are still well-gapped, with the maximized topological invari-
ants in agreement with physical observations from Thouless pumping. The emergence of many edge
modes under the open boundary condition is also consistent with the bulk-edge correspondence.
Our results are expected to be highly useful towards the optimization of many different types of
topological invariants in Floquet topological matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological matter [1–3] is associated with many po-
tential applications and may bring the next revolution in
material science to our daily life. In particular, topolog-
ical insulator materials accommodate robust conducting
channels at their edges, and this feature can be crucial
for lowering contact resistance in integrated circuits [4],
which is a fundamental goal in electronics. The same
physics, when carried to other wave transport phenom-
ena, holds promises in realizing a variety of topolog-
ically protected wave transport devices, such as topo-
logical acoustics [5], topological photonics [6], and one-
way waveguides without backward scattering [7]. Be-
cause the number of topologically protected edge chan-
nels must agree with the bulk’s topological invariants ac-
cording to the principle of bulk-edge correspondence, it
is of great theoretical and experimental interest to engi-
neer topological phases with large topological invariants
and hence scale up the number of topologically protected
edge transport channels.
It has now been recognized that periodic driving can
be a fruitful means to the generation of novel topological
phases that are otherwise absent in static systems. The
term “Floquet topological matter” reflects this topical
research line [6, 8–16]. Among many remarkable results,
one particularly important observation is that periodic
driving applied to simple model systems in low-frequency
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cases is more likely to create topological phases with large
topological invariants [12, 15, 17]. As such, Floquet topo-
logical phases can potentially push the promises of topo-
logical matter to new limits. For example, via periodic
driving and by exhaustive search in the low-frequency do-
main, we may now generate (i) many edge modes simulta-
neously for possible use of quantum information encoding
[18, 19]; (ii) a large number of topological corner modes
in second-order topological systems [20], and (iii) in the
context of Floquet quantum Hall insulator, many chiral
edge modes for significant enhancement of edge conduc-
tance [21]. In the case of periodic quenching [15, 20, 22–
24], the low-frequency driving is obviously equivalent to
fixing the quenching period, while increasing the energy
scale of the concerned Hamiltonians between which the
system is periodically quenched. Indeed, using certain
simple models [23], it is shown that in the absence of
physical constraints (such as energy cost), an arbitrar-
ily large number of chiral edge modes can be produced.
Note however, such periodic quenching models generally
require instantaneous changes in the field, a feature that
necessarily requires a huge number of harmonic compo-
nents to realize the periodic driving field.
The open question is hence the following: how to sys-
tematically maximize the topological invariants of Flo-
quet topological phases by optimizing the driving field,
without relying on very strong driving fields or too many
high harmonic components of a periodic driving field?
To further appreciate the importance of this question,
we further note that in the low-frequency limit, Floquet
topological matter under open-ended driving tends to
possess universal and violent fluctuations in their topo-
logical invariants [25]. Evidently then, it is hopeful to
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2obtain very large topological invariants by applying pe-
riodic driving, but to actually materialize them in a con-
trolled and experimentally friendly manner needs active
and smart engineering of the driving field.
In this work, we advocate an optimization routine to
maximize the topological invariants of Floquet topologi-
cal phases with a continuous periodic driving field, under
bounded energy cost and using a limited number of high
harmonic components. Remarkably, because topological
invariants are integers, conventional gradient-based opti-
mization approaches are not suitable to directly optimize
these integers (due to the lack of a gradient). Instead, we
advocate to use the particle swarm optimization (PSO)
technique [26] from the swarm intelligence family [27] to
achieve our goal. Though we report our specific results
using an explicit model, our methodologies are equally
applicable in optimizing any type of topological invari-
ants.
Our case study below is built on a previously studied
model [17], namely, the continuously driven harper model
(CDHM). The CDHM represents a Floquet topological
insulator model, depicting a one-dimensional topologi-
cally nontrivial lattice plus a synthetic (or a decoupled
transverse) dimension. Previously, CDHM is modulated
by a single-frequency cosine field and it was indeed ob-
served that as the driving frequency decreases, there are
circumstances in which relatively large topological Chern
numbers are generated. Here we replace the simple open-
ended driving field by a periodic driving field with the
same basic period, costing the same or even less energy,
and with a limited number of high harmonic components.
We resort to PSO to optimize the relative amplitudes and
phases of these high harmonics to maximize the obtained
Floquet band Chern numbers. As shown below, the re-
sults indicate that the PSO-based routine is highly effec-
tive, thus further advancing ongoing studies of Floquet
topological phases with an optimal control perspective.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II illus-
trates our optimization scheme on a model-independent
level. In Section III, we apply our schemae to the
CDHM. Specifically, we report the maximized Floquet-
band Chern number and the associated optimized driving
fields. We also perform adiabatic pumping to confirm the
physical relevance of the maximized Chern numbers. We
shall examine the topological edge modes of the system
under the open boundary condition. Interesting insights
into the role of the driving field emerge as we look into
the Floquet effective Hamiltonians. Section IV concludes
this paper.
II. THE OPTIMIZATION SCHEME
A. The optimization problem
A general formulation of the optimization problem will
be presented in this subsection. Given a driving period
T , the periodic field is denoted as uT (t) = uT (t + T ).
Periodicity implies that uT (t) can be expanded in terms
of Fourier components. In this work, we restrict our dis-
cussion to driving fields expandable by a finite number
of Fourier components:
uT (t) =
a0
2
+
N∑
n=1
an cos(
2npi
T
t) + bn sin(
2npi
T
t), (1)
where N is the highest order under consideration. The
Fourier coefficients (a0, a1, ..., aN , b1, ..., bN ) will be con-
cisely denoted as x ∈ R2N+1. The energy of a field is
defined as ‖uT ‖ =
∫ T
0
u2T (t)dt. Through straightforward
calculations, the Fourier coefficients of a field with energy
cost less or equal to E should satisfy:
a20/2 +
N∑
n=1
a2n + b
2
n ≤ E. (2)
This inequality defines a region D(E) ⊂ R2N+1, which
will serve as the constraint of optimization.
It is clear from the above discussion that when T is
fixed, Fourier coefficient vector x completely character-
izes driving field uT , which in turn pins down the time-
dependent HamiltonianH(uT (t)) and one period Floquet
operator U(T, 0) = Cˆe−i
∫ T
0
H(uT (t))dt, where Cˆ stands for
time ordering. Starting from U(T, 0), the calculation of
topological invariants takes different paths depending on
their definitions and models under study, but they are
still completely determined by x.
Floquet systems generally admit different quasienergy
bands, each having its own topological invariant. Since
magnitude is the primary concern of this work, we can
adopt a scalar measure by summing up absolute val-
ues or squares of the topological invariants on each Flo-
quet band (or whatever transformation that yields posi-
tive numbers). Once this measure is fixed, we will have
defined a function F (x;H(uT )) mapping Fourier coeffi-
cients to a scalar measuring how large the topological
invariants are. It should be noted that F (x;H(uT )) is
dependent on H(uT ), the driving-field modulated Hamil-
tonian.
We are now in the position to state the optimization
problem: find x ∈ D(E), such that F (x;H(uT )) is as
large as possible.
B. PSO for maximizing topological invariants
In general there is no analytical solution to the opti-
mization problem stated above. As a matter of fact, the
objective function may be so intricately correlated with
its input variables that it can almost be viewed as a black
box. Furthermore, due to the integer nature of topologi-
cal invariants (i.e. Chern numbers, winding numbers),
and the fact that small adjustments of the field may
not lead to topological phase transitions, the value of
F (x;H(uT )) forms patches of discrete ”platforms”. This
3FIG. 1. Schematic of our PSO optimization approach to the
generation of large topological invariants by engineering a pe-
riodic driving field. Our approach can be applied to maximize
any type of topological invariants.
feature significantly hinders the application of numerical
optimization techniques such as Gradient Descent (and
possibly all optimization algorithms where gradient infor-
mation is needed), insofar as on flat plateaus the gradient
is zero everywhere and these algorithms will get stuck at
the first step.
However, PSO, which belongs to the category
of evolutionary/swarm-intelligence optimization tech-
niques, is non-gradient based and needs nothing more
than the value of F (x;H(uT )). In other words, even if
we are encountered with a black box optimization prob-
lem, as long as the value of objective function can be
computed, PSO can be implemented. The optimization
procedure goes as follows:
1. Randomly initialize the positions of M vectors
(particles): x1,x2, ...,xM in D(E). Randomly set
their initial velocities v01,v
0
2, ...,v
0
M . For each j ∈
{1, ...,M}, let Pbestj = xj .
2. For each xj , j ∈ {1, ...,M}, com-
pute F (xj ;H(uT )). If F (xj ;H(uT )) >
F (Pbestj ;H(uT )), then let Pbestj = xj . De-
note j∗ = arg maxj F (Pbestj ;H(uT )), and select
Gbest = Pbestj∗ .
3. Update the position and velocity of each particle
by the following iteration law:
vj=wvj+c1r1(Pbestjk−xj)+c2r2(Gbest−xj)
(3)
xj=xj + vj
4. For each j ∈ {1, ...,M}, if xj is outside D(E), ran-
domly reinitialize it inside D(E).
5. If the termination criteria is met, output Gbest and
end the procedure. Otherwise, go to step No. 2.
In step No. 3, w, c1, and c2 are parameters to be fixed
in advance. r1 and r2 obey uniform distribution in [0, 1]
and are sampled in each iteration. Clearly, Pbestj stands
for the position where particle j attained the largest ob-
jective value in its own history, and Gbest represents the
largest objective value position found by all particles. In-
tuitively, this optimization procedure mimics the forage
behavior of birds, where each bird decides its next move
by retaining some of its current velocity (tuned by w),
flying towards its own best position (tuned by c1), and
towards the best position of the flock (tuned by c2). Such
collective behavior somehow endows the swarm with “in-
telligence” which is not manifested on an individual level.
For example, when a particle falls into a local minima or
maxima, it will be trapped there should it be on its own.
However, with the presence of a swarm, this particle is
able to move out from the trap following the interation
law in step No. 3.
Thanks to swarm cooperation and the stochastic na-
ture of this algorithm, the particles are able to hop be-
tween platforms searching for larger topological invari-
ants (not aimlessly because the imformation of best po-
sitions is consumed). This may hopefully lead to global
optimization.
In Fig. 1, we illustrate the idea proposed at the be-
ginning of this section, where our scheme is visualized as
a white box. The PSO inside the box can start to func-
tion once the objective function is computed, which is the
case if the model Hamiltonian is given as input. Then,
the output Fourier coefficients determine the driving field
we seek to optimize.
III. APPLICATION
In this section, we apply the optimization scheme out-
lined in Section II to CDHM [17]. The result of optimiza-
tion is reported afterwards.
4TABLE I. Floquet band Chern numbers in our three-band CDHM model under optimized fields found from PSO, with given
values of J, V and driving period of T = 2. Results here should be compared with parallel results in Table II using the simple
cosine driving field. It is seen that as the values of J, V increase, PSO becomes highly effective with many-fold increase in the
Chern numbers.
J = V 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5
C1 -2 -2 -2 -4 -4 -5 -5 -7 -7 -11
C2 4 4 4 8 8 10 10 14 14 22
C3 -2 -2 -2 -4 -4 -5 -5 -7 -7 -11
TABLE II. Floquet band Chern numbers in our three-band CDHM model using a simple cosine field with given values of J, V
and driving period of T = 2. Results here should be compared with parallel results in Table I.
J = V 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5
C1 -2 -2 -2 -4 -4 -2 4 4 -2 -2
C2 4 4 4 8 8 4 -8 -8 4 4
C3 -2 -2 -2 -4 -4 -2 4 4 -2 -2
A. The CDHM
The CDHM considered in [17] is depicted by the fol-
lowing Hamiltonian:
H(t) = J cos(kˆ) + V cos(2piαmˆ− β) cos(Ωt), (4)
where kˆ denotes quasimomentum operator whose eigen-
values belong to [0,2pi), and mˆ represents position op-
erator. Meanwhile, α = p/q is a rational number and
β is a phase shift parameter. In this work, we choose
p = 1, q = 3 to yield a 3-band Floquet insulator model,
with the β being the synthetic dimension. With β and
the conserved quasimomentum k, the Chern numbers of
the each of three Floquet bands can be obtained.
The previous version of CDHM adopts a simple cosine
form for the driving field, with the single frequency Ω. To
maximize the topological Chern numbers we replace this
cosine field with an engineered periodic field (with equal
or less energy). With the field (periodic in T ) to be op-
timized denoted as uT (t), the model under consideration
becomes:
H(uT (t)) = J cos(kˆ) + V cos(2piαmˆ− β)uT (t). (5)
Its Floquet operator reads:
UCDHM(T, 0) = Cˆe
−i ∫ T
0
H(uT (t))dt, (6)
where Cˆ stands for time ordering. Under the periodic
boundary condition (PBC), this Floquet operator com-
mutes with the translational operator Tˆk = e
−iqkˆ. There-
fore, for each fixed β, these two operators share a com-
mon set of eigenvectors. The Floquet eigen-equations
now reads:
UCDHM(T, 0)|ψ〉 = eiω|ψ〉, (7)
with
Tk|ψ〉 = eiφ|ψ〉, (8)
where ω is apparently the Floquet eigenphase and φ is
simply given by −qk. A Brillouin zone (BZ) can be de-
fined by scanning both the conserved quasi-momentum
kˆ and the phase shift parameter β from 0 to 2pi, based
on which the Floquet operator UCDHM(T, 0) yields q = 3
bands [17]. Let us denote the eigenvector of the nth band
by |ψn(φ, β)〉. Then, the Chern number of band n is given
by:
Cn =
i
2pi
∮
dk · 〈ψn(φ, β) |∇k|ψn(φ, β)〉 k = (φ, β),
(9)
which is the topological invariant under consideration for
CDHM. A proper measure for the magnitude of Chern
numbers of all bands is
∑
n C
2
n. Following the discussion
in Section II, we should search for x (Fourier coefficients
of the field) which makes F (x;H(uT )) =
∑
n C
2
n as large
as possible.
B. Optimization Results
The output of optimization, centered around the com-
paratively (with [17]) large Chern numbers found with
respect to 23 sets of parameters for 3-band case, is re-
ported in this subsection.
We have chosen w = 1.47 and c1 = c2 = 1 as pa-
rameters for PSO, and the highest order N of Fourier
expansion under consideration is 10. The energy of the
field is restrained within E = 1, which is equal to that
of cosine field. The maximum number of iterations is set
to be 120. However, the algorithm is terminated if the
output of global best stays the same for 5 consecutive
iterations.
5TABLE III. Floquet band Chern numbers in our three-band CDHM under optimized fields found from PSO, with different
choices of T for fixed J = 3, V = 4. Results here should be compared with parallel results in Table IV using the simple cosine
driving field. It is seen that as T increases, PSO becomes highly effective with many-fold increase in the Chern numbers.
T 4.5 4.8 5.1 5.4 5.7 6 6.3 6.6 6.9 7.2 7.5 7.8 8.1
C1 -8 -7 -10 -10 -10 -14 -11 -10 -14 -8 -20 -11 -11
C2 16 14 20 20 20 28 22 20 28 16 40 22 22
C3 -8 -7 -10 -10 -10 -14 -11 -10 -14 -8 -20 -11 -11
TABLE IV. Floquet band Chern numbers in our three-band CDHM using a simple cosine field with different choices of T for
fixed J = 3, V = 4. Results here should be compared with parallel results in Table III.
T 4.5 4.8 5.1 5.4 5.7 6 6.3 6.6 6.9 7.2 7.5 7.8 8.1
C1 4 -2 -2 -2 -2 4 4 -8 -2 4 4 4 -2
C2 -8 4 4 4 4 -8 -8 16 4 -8 -8 -8 4
C3 4 –2 -2 -2 -2 4 4 -8 -2 4 4 4 -2
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 2. Quasi-energy bands for (a) J = 3, V = 4, T = 7.5,
with Chern numbers -20, 40, -20 (from bottom to top); (b)
J = 3, V = 4, T = 6.9, with Chern numbers -14, 28, -14; (c)
J = 9.5, V = 9.5, T = 2, with Chern numbers -11, 22, -11;
(d) J = 8.5, V = 8.5, T = 2, with Chern numbers -7, 14, -7;
1. Optimized Chern numbers and New Topological phases
Tables I-IV present maximized Floquet-band Chern
numbers found by optimizing the driving fields via PSO,
as compared with that obtained by simply applying the
cosine field as in [17]. The 23 sets of parameters involve
different combinations of J , V in model (4), (5) and the
period T of driving field (1). C1, C2, and C3 represent
Chern numbers of the 3 bands respectively.
In Tables I and II, we fix T = 2 while keeping J and V
the same, scanning them from 0.5 to 9.5. It is observed
that significant improvements emerge when J and V are
greater than 5.5, with J = V = 9.5 giving the largest
Chern numbers (in these two tables): -11, 22, -11.
More significant improvements are seen in Table III
0 2 4 6 7.5
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0
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 3. Driving field profiles found by PSO for (a) J = 3,
V = 4, T = 7.5; (b) J = 3, V = 4, T = 6.9 (c) J = 9.5,
V = 9.5, T = 2; (d) J = 8.5, V = 8.5, T = 2.
and IV, for fixed J = 3 and V = 4, whereas the period
T is scanned from 4.5 to 8.1. The effect of optimization
is clearly demonstrated by larger topological invariants
yielded by the optimized fields, which are collected in
Table III, compared with the parallel results obtained
by using the open-ended cosine field in Table IV. It can
be seen in Table III that Chern numbers as large as -
20, 40, -20 (J = 3, V = 4, T = 7.5) are found after
optimization, which represents a 5-fold increase in com-
parison with the case with the same parameters under
the cosine field in Table IV. Meanwhile, cases where T
equals 5.1, 5.4, 5.7, 6.9 and 8.1 also show 5 to 7-fold
increase. That is, as the driving period increases or as
the field strength increases, the optimization outcome be-
comes much more pronounced than in cases with small
T or small field strength.
It is also noteworthy that by optimizing the driving
field, we have obtained new topological phases that do
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(c) (d)
FIG. 4. Magnitude of Fourier components of the driving
fields found by PSO for (a) J = 3, V = 4, T = 7.5; (b) J = 3,
V = 4, T = 6.9 (c) J = 9.5, V = 9.5, T = 2; (d) J = 8.5,
V = 8.5, T = 2.
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FIG. 5. Adiabatic pumping for two sets of parameters.
(a) Floquet spectrum for J = 3, V = 4, T = 5.4. Chern
numbers are: -10, 20, -10 (from bottom to top). (b) With
system parameters J = 3, V = 4, T = 5.4, the adiabatic
cycle comprises of 11000 periods. Band numbers are ordered
from bottom to top bands in (a). (c) Floquet spectrum for
J = 8.5, V = 8.5, T = 2. Chern numbers are: -7, 14, -7
(from bottom to top). (d) With system parameters J = 8.5,
V = 8.5, T = 2, the adiabatic cycle comprises of 8000 periods.
Band numbers are ordered from bottom to top bands in (c).
In panels (b) and (d), the expectation value of Wannier state
center divided by q: 〈mˆ〉/q, is plotted against the number of
periods. It is clear that by the end of both adiabatic cycles,
the change in the wavepacket center approximately equals the
Chern numbers of the associated Floquet bands.
not appear in Ref. [17] using the simple cosine field.
Indeed, Table II shows that when J = V = 6.5 and
J = V = 7.5, the resulting Chern numbers are the same.
This is because originally in Ref. [17], these two sets of
parameters are shown to belong to the same topological
phase. On the contrary, different Chern numbers can be
obtained after optimization for these two cases (see Ta-
ble I), clearly demonstrating the emergence of new topo-
logical states. Similarly, the creation of new topological
phases are also substantiated by the results regarding
J = V = 8.5 and J = V = 9.5 (compare Table I and II);
T = 6 and T = 6.3 (compare Table III and IV); T = 7.2,
T = 7.5, and T = 7.8 (compare Table III and IV).
2. Feautures of Quasienergy Bands and optimized Driving
Fields
We select 4 sets of parameters on which the PSO yields
large Chern numbers and significant improvements over
the open-ended case using the cosine field. Fig. 2 shows
the Floquet spectrum obtained after optimization for
these parameters. It can be seen that these bands are
heavily wrinkled, a feature that is consistent with their
very high Chern numbers.
Meanwhile, the shape of the driving fields that yield
the Floquet spectrum in Fig. 2 is plotted in Fig. 3. The
magnitude of each Fourier component of the fields in
Fig. 3 is plotted in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the x-axis stands for
the order of Fourier coefficients, and the y-axis stands
for the square root of the sum of cosine and sine coef-
ficients of corresponding orders. These figures do not
show discernable patterns of the optimized fields. The
Fourier components are neither concentrated near low
or high frequencies, adding to the difficulties of guess-
ing and hand-picking the driving field to be applied. In
some cases, even the zero-frequency component appears
to be important. We have also investigated what hap-
pens if we remove one of the harmonic components of
the optimized field: in some cases the Chern numbers
do not change (hence still in the same topological phase)
whereas in some other cases it is affected drastically. For
all these reasons, the need for implementing an optimiza-
tion scheme like PSO is more clearly justified.
3. Adiabatic Charge Pumping
It was Thouless who developed the theory of quantized
pumping for systems in the absence of periodic driving
[28]. By extending Thouless’s theory, [11] revealed the
implications of Floquet band topology on quantized adi-
abatic pumping. Under the same scenario in [11], [17] nu-
merically verified for the CDHM considered that a band
Wannier state, which is a uniform superposition of all
eigenstates on a topologically nontrivial Floquet band,
would have its wavepacket center move over an integer
number of lattice sites with β adiabatically changing from
7FIG. 6. Floquet Eigenphase spectra versus phase shift β
under the open boundary condition for J = 8.5, V = 8.5,
T = 2 (top panel, Chern numbers -7, 14, -7); and J = 3,
V = 4, T = 4.5 (bottom panel, Chern numbers -8, 16, -8),
each under the optimized driving fields found from PSO. Blue
and margaret lines capture edge modes localized on the left
and right, respectively. It can be verified that the difference
between the net number of chiral edge mode pairs above and
below a Floquet band equals its Chern number.
0 to 2pi. This integer is given by the Chern number of
the associated band. Here we shall demonstrate compu-
tationally that our maximized Floquet band Chern num-
bers can be analogously connected with the physical pro-
cess of Thouless pumping.
Let us denote the Wannier state of band n at time t
by Wn(t), then we expect to have:
〈Wn(NT )|mˆ|Wn(NT )〉 − 〈Wn(0)|mˆ|Wn(0)〉 = qCn,
(10)
where T is the driving period, N is the number of driv-
ing periods applied in an adiabatic cycle set to be very
large, Cn is the Chern number of band n, and mˆ is the
discretized position operator. Specifically, the Floquet
band Wannier state is prepared following the method in
[11]. Within each driving period, the phase shift β is
kept constant, but it is increased by a small amount in
the following period, thus sweeping from 0 to 2pi in the
complete adiabatic cycle. Fig. 5 exemplifies the quan-
tized adiabatic pumping for our CDHM with optimized
driving fields. We have adopted 40960 magnetic units
cells to approximate the infinite length lattice in theory.
It can be seen that the change of wavepacket centers is
approximately equal to the Chern numbers of associated
Floquet bands for large N , with accuracy gradually im-
proving as more driving periods are used to complete one
adiabatic cycle. The verification of this Thouless pump-
ing indicates that, despite that the band Chern numbers
are now increased by many times, the Floquet band gaps
are still significantly large to yield quantized pumping.
4. Edge Modes
In this subsection, the Chern numbers for some se-
lected examples, which are manifestations of bulk topol-
ogy under PBC, will be related to the boundary modes
under the open boundary condition. More specifically,
we now consider our lattice to be of finite length L with
two open ends. The Hamiltonian reads:
HOBC(t) =
L−1∑
m=1
J(|m〉〈m+ 1|+ h.c.) (11)
+
L∑
m=1
V cos(2piαm− β)uT (t)|m〉〈m|,
where |m〉 denotes the position eigenstate at lattice m.
The corresponding Floquet operator is expressed as:
UOBC(T, 0) = Cˆe
−i ∫ T
0
HOBC(t)dt. (12)
At each phase shift β, Floquet operator UOBC(T, 0) is
diagonalized. Scanning β from 0 to 2pi then yields the
eigenphase spectrum as a function of β. Fig. 6 de-
picts two such eigenphase spectra under the parameters
and driving fields considered in the previous subsections.
Open-end chains with length 150 are considered (unless
stated otherwise). It is clear from Fig.6 that a large num-
ber of topological chiral edge modes indeed emerge be-
tween the gap of the bulk states, with some connecting
the top and and the bottom Floquet bands. This con-
firms our initial goal: to maximize the topological invari-
ants and hence generate a large number of topological
edge modes. The abundance of chiral edge states made
possible by an optimized driving field thus potentially fa-
cilitates a wide range of interesting applications based on
edge state transport.
Moreover, the number of chiral edge modes is con-
sistent with the Chern numbers of each Floquet band,
demonstrating bulk-edge correspondence. Specifically,
the net number of chiral edge mode pairs above a band
substracts the number of the same quantity below it
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FIG. 7. Floquet effective Hamiltonian matrix elements under
cosine and optimized fields, presented in lattice space repre-
sentation. The absolute value of each matrix element is calcu-
lated and plotted with different colors according to its mag-
nitude. X and Y axes are lattice indices to label the matrix
elements of the Floquet effective Hamiltonian. For (a) and
(b), the system parameters are J = 3, V = 4 and T = 4.8.
For (c) and (d), they are J = V = 6.5 and T = 2. Enhanced
middle-range hopping can be observed by comparing these
panels.
should equal the band’s Chern number. For example,
in the upper panel of Fig. 6, the Chern numbers of three
Floquet bands are -7, 14, -7, from top to bottom. It
can be checked that there are 7 pairs of edge modes con-
necting the middle and the top band. (The mode totally
lying on the middle band colored in margaret does not
count.) Meanwhile, there are also 7 pairs of edge modes
with opposite chirality which traverse the middle and
bottom bands. Counting each pair of top-middle edge
mode as +1 and middle-bottom one as −1, the substrac-
tion +7 − (−7) = 14 yields the band’s Chern number.
When it comes to the top and bottom bands, we observe
that they are actually connected by two pairs of edge
modes with opposite chirality, giving a net number 0 for
the space above top and below bottom. The equations
0 − (+7) = −7 and −7 − 0 = −7 thus agree with their
Chern numbers respectively. Similarly, the lower panel
of Fig. 6 also indicates bulk-edge correspondence.
5. Effective Hamiltonian
With the driving period set to T , the effective Hamil-
tonian HTeff is the average generator of Floquet operator
UOBC(T, 0), or formally:
UOBC(T, 0) = e
−iHTeffT . (13)
Although HOBC(t) involves only nearest neighbor hop-
pings, HTeff may effectively possess long-range hopping
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FIG. 8. Floquet effective Hamiltonian matrix elements under
cosine and optimized fields, presented in lattice space repre-
sentation. The absolute value of each matrix element is calcu-
lated and plotted with different colors according to its mag-
nitude. X and Y axes are lattice indices to label the matrix
elements of the Floquet effective Hamiltonian. For (a) and
(b), the system parameters are J = 3, V = 4 and T = 6.9.
For (c) and (d), they are J = 3, V = 4 and T = 8.1. It is seen
that very-long-range hopping is cleansed after optimization.
[12]. This is one key insight highly relevant to topolog-
ical nontriviality of Floquet bands. That is, HTeff, act-
ing as an “average” Hamiltonian within a period, poten-
tially captures some long-range hopping, and hence its
off-diagonal matrix elements in the lattice representation
might decay to zero rapidly. In order to digest how op-
timization of driving fields affects the hopping beyond
nearest-neighbor lattices, we now examine the effective
Hamiltonians under optimized fields and compare them
with that under the simple cosine fields.
Clearly, for static systems, the effective Hamiltonian is
equal to the original Hamiltonian. If the original Hamil-
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FIG. 9. Floquet effective Hamiltonian matrix elements with
system parameters J = 3, V = 4, T = 7.5 for the simple co-
sine field (left) and the optimized field (right). It is seen that
matrix elements indicating long-range hopping scatter among
lattice sites far off the diagonal line in the case of the cosine
driving field. The case with the optimized field suppresses
long-range hopping to some extent, yet the cleansing effect is
not as thorough as in previous examples.
9tonian only carries nearest neighbor hoppings, then all
matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian beyond one
element away from the diagonal will vanish. By contrast,
the effective Hamiltonian of Floquet systems is expected
to show significantly nonzero elements within some dis-
tance from the diagonal line. Moreover, the magnitude
distribution of these elements may strongly depend on
the driving fields applied. We indeed computationally
obtain the matrix elements of HTeff, for all parameter set-
tings listed in Tables I-IV, with the results summarized
below.
In this subsection, our numerical results are based on
400-site open boundary lattices (in contrast with 150
sites in the previous subsection) to fully observe the pat-
terns of effective Hamiltonians. Firstly, compared with
the case with a simple cosine driving field of the same
period, our optimized fields which yield higher Chern
numbers tend to enhance middle-range hopping, as man-
ifested by the structure of the effective Hamiltonian ma-
trix elements. For example, in Fig. 7 (a) where J = 3,
V = 4, T = 4.8 and with cosine field applied, it can
be seen that the major hopping is constrained within a
distance of 10 lattice sites. By contrast, in Fig. 7 (b)
with the same J , V and T but under our optimized field,
it is observed that significant hopping extends beyond a
distance of 20 sites. A similar pattern is also obtained
in Fig. 7 (c) and (d), where J = V = 6.5 and T = 2.
That is, hopping around 10 lattice sites is enhanced after
optimization. Since the pattern is already shown clearly
when we look at the first 100 sites of the lattice, the rest
are omitted to magnify the details we concern.
Secondly, regarding very-long-range hopping, there are
several parameter settings where the case with the cosine
driving field produces effective Hamiltonians admitting
non-vanishing elements far off the diagonal line. Our
optimized cases with very large Chern numbers, on the
contrary, present a “cleansing” effect such that the mag-
nitude of these far-off-diagonal elements are greatly sup-
pressed. For instance, in Fig. 8 (a) (J = 3, V = 4,
T = 6.9) and (c) (J = 3, V = 4, T = 8.1) where the
cosine driving field is applied, slight but discernable hop-
ping even extends to nearly 400 lattice sites, creating
“noisy” figures for the matrix elements of the effective
Hamiltonians. In contrast, Fig. 8 (b) (J = 3, V = 4,
T = 6.9) and (d) (J = 3, V = 4, T = 8.1) show that,
after optimization, the areas far off the diagonal lines
are much “cleaner”, suggesting the significant suppres-
sion of very-long-range hopping. In effect, our PSO rou-
tine has managed to let our driving field produce an ef-
fective Hamiltonian whose matrix elements focus heavily
on 20-30 (an intermediate number) sites away from the
diagonal line. (It is noted that, in this case, all 400 sites
are plotted to present the bigger picture.)
We have also explore many other situations to further
confirm the interesting insight above. Among many other
cases, we find one single case where the above-mentioned
cleansing effect is not that complete. In particular, for
J = 3, V = 4 and T = 7.5, it is mentioned previously that
very large Chern numbers: -20, 40, -20 are obtained with
PSO. Under the same parameter setting, the open-ended
cosine driving field generates an effective Hamiltonian
HTeff that admit considerable long-range hopping for up to
400 sites away from the diagonal line. For our optimized
field, some cleansing effects are still observed, but not so
strong as other cases discussed above. As shown from the
structure of the matrix elements of the Floquet effective
Hamiltonian in Fig. 9, certain very-long-range hopping,
albeit with small amplitudes, is still present. It remains
to be understood why the cleansing effect here is not
thorough in this particular case.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have advocated to use the PSO to ef-
ficiently generate Floquet topological phases with many-
fold increase in the topological invariants as compared
with open-ended simple harmonic driving of the same
period, without demanding for more energy cost. In
presenting the explicit results, we have used a specific
model. Nevertheless, it is evident that our PSO idea can
be applied to maximize any type of topological integers
in other systems, so long as the problem is not compu-
tationally too demanding. To facilitate our calculations,
we have deliberately chosen to examine cases with driv-
ing frequencies still not too low. The observed trend is
already clear: the PSO approach can be even more ef-
fective as we further approach the low-frequency regime.
The irregularity of optimized periodic driving fields in
return supports the adoption of intelligent optimization
techniques rather than any rational guess based on expe-
rience or physical intuition.
In terms of physics, we have also confirmed that the
maximized topological invariants obey the bulk-edge cor-
respondence and can be physically connected with Thou-
less pumping results. By analyzing the structure of the
matrix elements of the Floquet effective Hamiltonians,
we observe that the optimized driving field tends to in-
duce an effective Hamiltonian with matrix elements heav-
ily focused on intermediate-range hopping, whereas un-
controlled driving (including without driving) either has
short-range hopping only, or has uncontrolled long-range
hopping across too many lattice sites. We believe that
such qualitative insights can be useful for developing
more understandings of the optimization problem here.
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